To,
All Chief General Manager,
Telecom Circle/Telecom Districts/Mtce. Region,
BSNL

Sub.:— Regarding safety from Fire incidents

Recently a fire incident had occurred in MDF room at Anakapally MBM C-DOT Telephone Exchange, Vishakhapatnam in A.P Telecom circle. Investigation committee has suggested the following measures are to be taken to avoid such fire incident in future.

1. It is advised to relocate the U/G cable away from the Electrical transformer pole and immediate provisioning of earth to all pillars.
2. It is advised for earthing of U/G cable at equal interval to maintain a minimum length of parallelism thereby reducing the induction voltage.

Apart from above, all existing guidelines & other instructions issued by this office time to time including engineering instructions on prevention of fire in telecommunication buildings & fire fighting should also be strictly followed.

Copy to: CGM, Inspection Circle for information please.